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ABSTRACT:
COVID-19 pandemic has disrupted the Indian agricultural farming sector extensively. Nevertheless, the recent quarterly GDP estimates post-COVID scenario showcase robustness and resilience in Indian agriculture, the sole sector to register a positive growth of three.4% during the twelvemonth (FY hereafter) 2020–21 (Quarter 1: April 2020 to June 2020). At the identical time, the immediate past quarter growth was estimated at 5.9% witnessing a decline by 2.5% point. during this context, we aim to synthesize the first evidence of the COVID-19 impact on the Indian agricultural Farming sector viz., framers, labor, production, marketing and consumption followed by a group of potential strategies to recover and prosper post-pandemic. Survey findings indicate that the pandemic has affected farmer, production and marketing through labor and logistical constraints, while the negative income shock restricted access to markets and increased prices of food commodities affecting the consumption pattern. The pandemic wreaked a considerable physical, social, economic and emotional havoc on all the stakeholders of Indian agricultural farming. Seizing the crisis as a chance, the state announced a raft of measures and long-pending reforms. We propose some point strategy starting from social safety nets, family farming, monetizing buffer stock, staggered procurement to secondary agriculture to revive and prosper post-pandemic.

INTRODUCTION:
As the world comes to a halt and public, social life shuts down across the globe; We're all have their eyes on the healthcare systems which are buckled under the strain of the COVID-19 murrain. With the lockdown period anticipated to extend for some another time, there are now concerns rising over food inventory and people are now frightened. The implicit negative impacts of germicide Corona-19 on India's agrarian output, demand stability, food inventory may now be seen from the outside but it's still problematic to foretell quantify the exact damage verbatim. Notwithstanding, viewing the current screenplay and hung on the floating news, presently an overview of the impact on agrarian output and penny-pinching.

Everyone around the world likely knows that farming diligence is one of the most inconsistent sectors. This principle seems to go yea verily now. Agriculture Farmers, Labor, food processors, retailers and fair all stakeholders of the farming sector now wonder what's coming next. How much should they're produce to meet summer demand? What should they do with the stocks and losses? How will be family cultivators survive? How much should they deal and to whom? Multicolored screenplays are fantasized in the surveyed essays, from fast recovery to a long-eternal crunch. Everything depends on the length of the ailment. Outside governments of the world have now launched some ad-hoc measures as part of a “fire-gang policy-making” to attack the movables of the inaugural shock. Notwithstanding, these first
replies led to stockpiling comportment at the home level. However, these labors will surely not be enough, If the affection lasts for multifold another month. Medium-and long-term “parsimony survival” programmes are about to be developed to manage long-term goods, including those impacting farming.

It’s ostensive that the COVID-19 affection turned the world upside down, including farming. Much another work is now claimed from motley scientists working in the different fields to analyses the goods. In the current situation when long-term data aren’t yet available, this ideal paper might serve as a background for unborn probing in stressing the fields of global interest in husbandry and related sectors.

As a limitation of the study, note that our analyses are rested on English-language results only, which, on the one hand is suitable and, on the other hand, poses some bias. It would have been an endless exercise to delve compositions in all languages of the world. Although regional issues can also be important, we allow that all major global issues raised in the period anatomized are covered by our hunt and results.

OBJECTIVES OF STUDY:
1. To evaluated modifications inside the agriculture farming practices in reaction to the pandemic.
2. To decide the impact of the coronavirus pandemic on the Agriculture Farmers, labor.
3. To evaluate the issues will rise up within the lives of farmers and agricultural people.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY:
The evaluation paper is based definitely on the Secondary records. it’s miles analyses available literature on Agriculture Farming Sector in mainly Rural and concrete vicinity. The Secondary facts regarding the study changed into received from the various journals, books, Magazines, Newspapers and websites. Our records series trusted interviews with key stakeholders inner and helping the Agriculture Farmers and hard work. Interviews were done face to face and virtually over the mobile tele cellular smartphone and thru what Sapp. Questions can be discovered within aspect the appendices.

IMPACT OF COVID-19 ON THE INDIAN AGRICULTURAL SECTOR PRODUCTION, MARKETING AND CONSUMPTION:

The hand-picked rabbi crop that time was standing well in the field. The field has been harvested but no labor is available. All transactions have come to a standstill due to the lockout. In fact, this is the season for planting black pepper, coffee and banana. However, it also seems to be wasted. The rabi crop season has been disrupted due to the lockout. Labor has been lost, harvesters, threshers, tractors, freight have been stopped, and movement of people has been banned. Producers of perishable crops like fruits, vegetables and flowers have lost money. Their goods do not rise. They have to sell the goods at hand to Kavadimol Bhav.(to Sale Agro product less price mean minimum price/rate.)

Brokers or brokers are taking advantage of this situation. In fact, it is the harvest season for flowers. Many small farmers in Tamil Nadu grow flowers as a cash crop. However, in the given situation, they also have to bear the loss. Had it been for the Corona-free situation, these same farmers would have earned millions from floriculture. The lockout has also affected crop cultivation in Kerala and Tamil Nadu. Due to lack of transportation

Fishermen have been harassed by the closure of maritime transport, restrictions on trade,
restrictions on movement. Trade in mussels exported to Europe and the United States has stalled, and demand for fish in the local market has dwindled, leaving fishermen without a ghost or future.

The tribal people have suffered the most from the ban. This is because the tribal people are among the most vulnerable communities in terms of food and nutrition security. Along with forest products, the two main occupations of the tribal are collecting leopard leaves and plucking moha flowers. They get a lot of income from it. However, due to the ban, the tribals in Odisha have to bear the brunt. Because no agent has come to Yeinasa to take Moha flowers and Tendu leaves from them and the local markets are also closed.

In rural India, borrowing is a common practice. It is repaid by borrowing from a large lender at a high interest rate. There are signs that similar loans will be used to overcome the situation. It is reported that lenders are giving loans to farmers at 24%. Even the poorest farmers are taking loans on the promise of repaying these loans after the harvest season. However, as perishable goods are not available in the market and are being sold in the local market at inflated prices, farmers are facing financial losses and large instalment’s of loans.

The central government has given some concessions to the agricultural sector through lockout. Restrictions on trade in agricultural commodities and fish were lifted by the central government at the end of March. However, these concessions have not reached the farmers due to lack of coordination on actual land conditions. Many media outlets have pointed out that there are many difficulties in getting government aid to the poor and needy. Local self-government organizations as well as NGOs are in the forefront in providing emergency assistance to the needy.

To give an example, M. S. Swaminathan Research Foundation. This organization has given a helping hand to the distressed farmers with the help of technology. Activities such as advising farmers on crop cultivation, organizing agricultural programs through phone-in, guiding and assisting in the sale of agricultural commodities are being implemented by this organization with the help of Farmers Producers Association. The organization has also raised awareness about corona and provided guidance in many villages on what measures should be taken to avoid it.

On April 15, the central government has extended the lockout till May 3. The Union Home Ministry has issued some guidelines for extending the lockout period. Accordingly, the lockout has relaxed restrictions on agriculture, floriculture, animal husbandry, poultry and fishing, and transactions related to these businesses. Workers can go to work, markets can be opened, purchases can be made, agro-processing industries as well as agri-shops can be kept open. Work on the Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme will also be launched soon. These guidelines were adopted to give a boost to the rabi season of the farmers and to enable the farmers to make arrangements for kharif crops. Now it needs to be properly implemented.

Many problems will arise in the lives of farmers and agricultural laborers after getting relief from the crisis. Migrant workers who fled their homes after 21-day layoffs and those who returned home safely are unlikely to return to work immediately. Many of them may not even be eager to return to the city. The number of such can be large. Therefore, both relief and rehabilitation measures will be needed.

By building confidence in migrant workers, building trust in the government, they will have to be prepared to return to work. Only then will
their employment survive and alternatively the family that depends on them!

As long as the corona continues, social distance and hand washing will continue to be followed. Some initiatives are expected to be implemented voluntarily by the state governments. State governments have an important role to play in building confidence in the underprivileged. Care should be taken to ensure that more relief work is done for them (e.g. opening the ration system to all.)

Administrative hurdles like ration cards will also have to be put aside.). Cash will also have to be provided (e.g., the current limit of PM Kisan Nidhi has to be increased from Rs 6,000 to Rs 15,000 and efforts will be made to ensure that this amount reaches farmers before the kharif season), lenders will have to be curbed, Deferment of interest on MSME loans for three months, compensation for loss of perishable goods like fruits-vegetables-flowers and fish, removal of various works under Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme to provide employment to more people, encourage agricultural laborers to work in the fields Etc. Of course, the central government will have to work with the state governments to revive the rural economy by planning measures

**SUGGESTION:**

There’s an occasion moment to not just respond effectively to the current Dunkirk, but to roll back distortive, ineffective and environmentally evil support, thereby freeing up monetary finances for investments in a more productive, sustainable and springy food system fit to meet new challenges. This, together with accompanying directorial reforms, can help make enabling environs for the entire Farming sector food system that’s aligned with natural resource limits, a changing climate, demand, technological developments, and “low probability, high impact” disastrous menaces. The unexpected shock of COVID-19 underscores the need for a shift from “business as usual” methodologies to a more forward-looking policy package that invests in the productivity, sustainability, and the plasticity of the global food system.

1. Guaranty that support measures intended to give temporary relief to cultivators and other food system stakeholders are concordant with wider socio- money-spinning methodologies, reach vulnerable socio- money-spinning groups and contain clear exit strategies.

2. Consider wider occasions to repurpose agrarian support in ways that give clear public goods, in particular in the form of climate change mitigation and enriched environmental fates.

3. Continue troubles to piece and maintain mechanisms to ice lucency and policy dialogue on food systems, parallel as AMIS, to piece confidence in global requests and co-operation.

4. In moving forward, consider how taking on an unmixed approach can help assure the limberness of the global food system. With enhanced limberness the food system will be better capable to deliver on the threefold challenge delivering safe, affordable food for a growing world population and livelihoods for the beaucoup people involved in food around the world (including the adulthood of the world’s poor who live in bucolic areas), while assuring environmental sustainability in the face of complex environmental challenges and a climate boiling point.

**CONCLUSION:**

In COVID-19 pandemic has a great impact on the address and conditioning of humanity; farming isn’t outside this impact. Agriculture
Farmers, Labor, Food demand and so food security are greatly affected due to mobility restrictions, reduced Productivity and buying power, and with a primary impact on the most vulnerable population groups. As cases of contagion increase, governments take added drastic measures to stop the spread of the disease, also impacting the global food system. The premise of any measure embraced should be to defend the health and food security of the population, to the detriment of gainful growth, although some governments go in the diametric direction.

The farming value chain in India has been hypercritically affected by the Covid-19 boiling point and the attendant lockdown. Farming remains a central pillar of the Indian frugality. The sector serves the food consumption demands of the whole country, while also placing among the top exporters of agrarian labor in the world. The agriculture sector has been facing its share of challenges in recent eras, but multiple have been as severe as the domestic and multinational passage restrictions during Covid-19.
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